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THE DAFFODIL PROJECT aspires to build a
Living Holocaust Memorial by planting 1.5 million
daffodils around the world in memory of the 1.5
million children who were murdered during the
Holocaust. To date, 75,000 daffodils have been
planted. The yellow daffodil bloom is reminiscent
of the Star of David that Jews throughout Europe
were forced to wear in public beginning in the late
1930’s through May of 1945. The daffodils are
symbolic because they bloom with a burst of color
and energy each Spring, reminding us that life is
eternal. !
www.daffodilproject.net!

The Cover Art
Room With Bunkbed by Erika Taussig, 1944!
Erika was born in Prague in 1934. Deported to
Terezin, she painted a series of watercolors
under the guidance of her teacher Friedl DickerBrandeis who ran an improvised and clandestine
art class where she helped children paint and
write poetry as a therapy for confronting the
trauma of their lives. Erika was deported to
Auschwitz in 1944 and murdered there.

† GARDEN MEMORIAL ¢!
Resilient, bright and filled with hope,
these daffodils are part of
world-wide Living Holocaust
Memorial that aspires to plant
1.5 million daffodils in memory
of the 1.5 million children who
perished in the Holocaust and for
children who suffer in humanitarian
crises around the world today.

Bearing Witness Garden Memorial Dedication

Holocaust Survivor:
Murray Lynn

The history of the Holocaust teaches us the
valuable lesson of responsibility. We need to
learn how to look out for one another and
value each other as equally valuable human
lives. We are our brother’s keepers. The
Holocaust teaches us what terrible things
can happen if we loose sight of this, and if
we don’t learn from the past we are doomed
to repeat it.
-Serena Gleklen, Bearing Witness III

Murray Lynn, originally Moshe Leicht, was born
in 1930 in Bilke, Hungary. Murray was the
oldest of four children. In 1942 when Murray was
12 years old the Hungarian secret police burst into
their house and arrested his father. Together with
other Jewish leaders arrested that night, his father
was taken into the mountains, ordered to dig his
own grave and was executed. !
Two Years later in April, 1944, the Arrow Cross
surrounded all Jewish homes in Bilke. After a
short time in a ghetto Murray and his family were
deported to Auschwitz-Birkenau where he was
separated on the platform upon arrival from his
mother and three brothers who were selected to be
murdered in the gas chambers. Murray was forced
into slave labor where among other things he
worked twelve hour days in construction sites.!
As the Allied forces approached the
prisoners were evacuated from
Auschwitz and forced on a death
march that lasted many weeks and
where more than half of those who
left with Murray died among the
way.!
At 15 years old and in a semicomatose state Murray was
liberated by American forces
and taken to a hospital to
recover. !

Serena Gleklen at Auschwitz-Birkenau, Bearing Witness III

A Note from Mr. Murphy
The primary mission of Bearing Witness is to
advance and disseminate knowledge about the
Holocaust, to preserve the memory of those who
suffered and died, and to encourage students to
reflect upon the moral and spiritual questions
raised by the events of this unprecedented
tragedy as well as their own responsibilities as
citizens of a democracy. !
Bearing Witness students have been given a
Sean McVay and Nolan Daniels at Dachau, Bearing Witness III
great gift: to live, if only for a short time, the
life of a traveler. To look deeply. Journal.
Discuss. Ask difficult questions and confront
I want to thank Andi Videlefsky and Fr.
their understanding of themselves and their place
Harhager for making this event possible and
and purpose in this world. It’s a pilgrimage
Murray Lynn for helping us understand. And a
where promises are made in that place where
special thank you to all my students for their
truth is kept. This memorial garden will come to
sincerity and encouragement. !
life every spring to remind us of those promises.
Mr. Brendan Murphy !

